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Unravelling Charge Carrier Mobility in d0-Metal-based
Spinels
Manuel Dillenz,[a] Mohsen Sotoudeh,[a] Clarissa Glaser,[c] Jürgen Janek,[c] Axel Groß,[a, b] and
Holger Euchner*[b]
Enabling high Mg ion mobility, spinel-type materials are
promising candidates for cathode or solid electrolyte applications. To elucidate the factors governing the observed high
mobility of multivalent ions, periodic DFT calculations of various
charge carriers (A = Li, Na, K, Mg, Ca, Zn and Al) in the ASc2S4
and ASc2Se4 spinel compounds were performed, resulting in the
identification of a Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi-type scaling relation
for the migration barriers of the various charge carriers.
Combining this scaling relation with the derivation of a

descriptor, solely based on easily accessible observables,
constitutes a conceptual framework to investigate ion mobility
in d0-metal-based spinel chalcogenides with significantly reduced computational effort. This approach was exemplarily
verified for various d0-metal-based spinel chalcogenide compounds AB2X4 (B = Sc, Y, Ga, In, Er and Tm; X = O, S and Se) and
led to the identification of d0-metal-based CaB2O4 spinels as
promising compounds possibly enabling high Ca ion mobility.

Introduction

insertion reactions of multivalent ions such as Mg2 +, Ca2 + or
Zn2 +.[7–9] However, the ion mobility and therefore the kinetics
can be improved by moving towards sulfide and selenidebased spinels instead.[10] Here, increasing the size and the
polarizability of the anion described by the electronegativity
facilitates the charge redistribution and rehybridization along
the migration path of the charge carrier, thus leading to
reduced migration barriers.[11,12] On the downside, the improved
ion mobility is connected with reduced insertion potentials
which translates into a rather low energy density of selenide
spinel cathodes.
Nevertheless, selenide spinels are interesting compounds
for applications as solid electrolyte in solid-state batteries. A
promising candidate for it’s use as solid electrolyte is MgSc2Se4,
showing low migration barriers of Emig ¼ 0:370 � 90 meV.[10]
However, the use as solid electrolyte is hindered by substantial
partial electronic conductivity[13] that is ~ 0.04 % of the ionic
conductivity.[10] Based on the reported experimental data for
MgSc2Se4,[10] we calculated for a charged MgjMgSc2Se4jMo6S8
battery with an assumed cell voltage of 2 V a non-negligible
self-discharge current of 0.43 μA across a separator with 6 mm
diameter. We estimate that a loss of 10 % can be expected after
just 16 hours (see Supporting Information). In order to decrease
its relatively high self-discharge rate, the electronic conductivity
of the solid electrolyte has to be minimized. Here, strategies to
reduce electronic conductivity such as aliovalent doping or
variation of the synthesis conditions – leaving the high ionic
conductivity untouched – may help to overcome these
issues.[14,15] Previously, we have investigated the mobility of
various charge carriers in a MgSc2Se4-based model system by
theoretical means,[12] providing valuable insights on the role of
the ionic size, charge, and bonding character of the investigated charge carriers in the spinel structure. Furthermore, we
recently showed that the respective stability of ions with
octahedral and tetrahedral coordination environment that is

Multivalent batteries represent interesting alternatives to the
state-of-the-art lithium-ion battery technology and may contribute to meet the growing demand for high energy and lowcost energy storage systems. Increased safety, beneficial
environmental aspects as well as high volumetric energy
densities, are some of the promising prospects.[1,2] Especially,
the possible use of metal anodes, substantiated by the low
tendency for dendrite formation in multivalent ion batteries,[3–6]
constitutes a promising advantage. Currently, the most advanced multivalent battery technology is based on magnesium,
however, electrolyte stability, high partial electronic conductivity of reported Mg solid electrolytes (SEs), the lack of high
voltage cathodes as well as problems with the sluggish Mg2 +
kinetics still constitute challenges that need to be overcome.
Concerning the desired cathode properties, spinel-type phases
are a highly interesting class of materials. In fact, oxide spinels
show high insertion voltages but the so far investigated
compounds are plagued by sluggish kinetics of the extraction/
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described by the site preference in chalcogenide spinels can
only be understood if deviations from a purely ionic interaction
are taken into account.[16] Therefore, we have introduced the
squared electronegativity difference of the charge carrier and
the anion Dc2A X in order to characterize the non-ionic
components of the interaction that contribute to the bonding.
Following this concept, we proposed a design principle based
on Dc2A X to improve the ion mobility in crystalline solids.[17]
Here, we have extended our computational investigation of
the charge carrier migration barriers to a variety of ASc2S4 and
ASc2Se4 spinel compounds (with A = Li, Na, K, Mg, Ca, Zn and
Al). A Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi-type linear scaling relation[18] of
the activation energy and the site preference of the charge
carriers is observed, allowing to propose a descriptor for the
migration energies in spinel-type materials. These findings
were exemplarily verified for various d0-metal-based spinel
chalcogenide compounds of AB2X4 stoichiometry (B = Sc, Y, Ga,
In, Er and Tm; X = O, S and Se).

Results and Discussion
Compounds adopting the spinel structure show the characteristic AB2X4 stochiometry and usually crystallize in the space
� (see Figure 1(a)). Spinel compounds relevant for
group Fd3m
the use in batteries commonly consist of a charge carrier A, a
transition metal B and a chalcogenide X (X = O, S or Se). The
chalcogenide anions form a face-centered cubic lattice with the
A cations occupying one-eighth of the tetrahedral AX4 interstices and the B cations residing in half of the octahedral BX6
interstices. Due to the crystal field effect, the covalent
interaction splits the five degenerate d-orbitals of the octahedrally coordinated TM cation into three low-lying t2g-orbitals
and two high-lying eg-orbitals. In the spinel structure, the dorbitals covalently interact with the anion p-orbitals forming σand π-bonding, while A cations like Mg primarily interact
ionically. However, a deviation from the ionic picture for A

cations such as Mg is necessary to get a proper understanding
of the site preference. Compounds like MgSc2X4 obviously do
not contain electrons in the d-orbitals, with the resulting
density of states (DOS) consequently showing empty d-orbitals
as conduction band, as exemplified for the case of MgSc2S4 (see
Figure 1(c)).
Charge carrier migration in the spinel structure proceeds
through a three-dimensional network of empty octahedra
which act as channels for the charge carriers (see Figure 1(b)).
The migration path connects two tetrahedral sites via an
octahedral site (tet-oct-tet) while the triangular face, connecting the tetrahedron and octahedron, typically constitutes the
transition state of the migration. Since the migration path is
symmetric, only the migration from tetrahedral to octahedral
site has to be calculated and the results can simply be
mirrored.
Migration pathways for the charge carrier spinels ASc2Se4
and ASc2S4, as obtained via the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB)
method (see computational details), are shown in Figure 2 and
may be compared to previous results on the diffusion of the A
charge carrier in a MgSc2Se4 spinel model system with a fixed
Mg0.875A0.125Sc2Se4 geometry.[12] While the overall trend remains
similar, the barrier heights are drastically reduced in the fully
relaxed systems presented here. Interestingly, for the charge
carrier Zn, the site preference for the tetrahedral site is so
strongly pronounced that the transition state coincides with
the octahedral site, as compared to the other charge carriers
where the triangular face constitutes the transition state of the
ion migration. Comparing the NEB calculated migration barriers
of a given charge carrier A in the respective sulfide and
selenide spinels (see Figure 2(a) and (b)), reveals two main
trends. First, the transition state energy seems to be of
comparable size in the sulfide and selenide compounds for
most charge carriers. Furthermore, the results indicate that the
octahedral site is somewhat stabilized relative to the tetrahedral site in the selenides as compared to the sulfides. As already
mentioned, the tet-oct-tet energy profile of the migration path

Figure 1. (a) The AB2X4 spinel structure. The X anions (red) form a face-centered cubic lattice, the B cations (blue) are octahedrally coordinated, and the A
cations (green) occupy tetrahedrally coordinated sites. A possible intermediate state is indicated in dark green. (b) The schematic representation of a diffusion
path between two adjacent tetrahedral sites (tet-oct-tet) (c) The density of states (DOS) of MgSc2S4 and the corresponding local density of states (LDOS) of the
charge carrier in tetrahedral, octahedral and transition state (TS) coordination.
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Figure 2. The tet-oct-tet migration pathways of the charge carrier A in (a) ASc2S4 and (b) ASc2Se4. Energies along the migration path are presented relative to
the energy of the charge carrier in tetrahedral coordination.

of the charge carriers may be decomposed into a migration
from the initial tetrahedral to the intermediate octahedral site
and a corresponding symmetric migration from the intermediate octahedral to the final tetrahedral site (see Figure 1).
As discussed previously,[12] the charge carrier migration
barrier between the tetrahedral and octahedral site of the
spinel structure may be interpreted as resulting from a
combination of two contributions. For most spinel compounds
the difference in energy between the tetrahedral and octahedral site, generally referred to as the site preference,[19]
contributes significantly to the overall migration barrier. This
energy difference may then be expressed as a static contribution to the migration barrier. Furthermore, the transition state
influences the migration barrier as well, which thus can be
understood as a kinetic contribution.
To separate these kinetic contributions from the often
dominant static part of the overall migration barrier, kinetically
resolved activation barriers EKRA have been calculated (see
Equation 1). Moreover, the introduction of kinetically resolved
activation barriers[20] cures the direction dependence of the
migration barriers:
EKRA ¼ ETS

1
ðE
2 oct

Etet Þ:

(1)

Interestingly, Li + and Na + show very similar EKRA barriers,
both for the respective sulfide and selenide spinels, as Table 1
demonstrates. Furthermore, the bivalent charge carriers also
show very similar EKRA values for sulfide and selenide spinels
alike. Comparing the kinetically resolved barriers for the
monovalent Li + and Na + ions with those of the bivalent charge
carriers Mg2 +, Ca2 + and Zn2 + reveals that the bivalent charge
carriers show a EKRA value approximately twice as high as those
for the monovalent charge carriers. This observed correlation of
the kinetically resolved activation barrier with the valence of
the charge carrier nA can simply be expressed as
EKRA;A ¼ nA � EKRA;Li ;
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(2)

Table 1. Migration barriers ENEB and kinetically resolved activation barriers
EKRA for the ASc2S/Se4 compounds. The migration barrier ENEB is the
difference in energy of the energetic minimum (octahedral or tetrahedral)
and the energetic maximum (TS) along the migration path coordinate.
Charge carrier A

ENEB,S [eV]

EKRA,S [eV]

ENEB,Se [eV]

EKRA,Se [eV]

Li
Na
K
Mg
Ca
Zn
Al

0.19
0.28
0.42
0.37
0.74
0.78
0.88

0.18
0.19
0.24
0.34
0.38
0.39
0.63

0.21
0.32
0.50
0.34
0.78
0.70
0.68

0.18
0.18
0.27
0.33
0.44
0.35
0.53

with EKRA;Li ¼ 0:18 eV being the kinetically resolved activation
barrier of Li + in the hypothetical compounds LiSc2S4 and
LiSc2Se4. Now, the total migration barrier can be estimated by
only determining the site preference of the charge carrier
DE ¼ Eoct Etet , resulting in the following expression, which
takes the form of a Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi-type relation (see
discussion below):
1
EBEP;A ¼ nA � EKRA;Li þ jDEj:
2

(3)

In Figure 3, the approximated migration barriers (EBEP) are
compared with the corresponding migration barriers obtained
from the NEB calculations (ENEB). The EBEP barriers agree very
well with the ENEB barriers in the case of the ASc2S4 compounds
while showing slightly larger deviations in the case of the
selenide spinels. The fact that the ion charge nA explicitly enters
the scaling relation in Equation 3 points towards the importance of the ion charge for the transition state energy ETS. The
ion size, on the other hand, strongly influences the site
preference and hence implicitly affects the static second term
in Equation 3. Interestingly, Equation 3 indicates that minimizing the energy difference between tetrahedral and octahedral
site, i. e. reducing the site preference ΔE, of the charge carrier
A, might be a valid strategy to improve the ion mobility in
spinel-type phases. Tuning the site preference to values close
to zero, the overall migration barrier would be approximately
© 2022 The Authors. Batteries & Supercaps published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 3. Migration barriers ENEB obtained from NEB calculations plotted as a function of the barriers EBEP predicted from the BEP relation Equation 3 for (a)
ASc2S4 and (b) ASc2Se4 spinels.

determined by Emig ðDE � 0Þ ¼ nA � EKRA;Li , therefore proposing
lower limits for the migration barriers, amounting to
Emig ¼ 0:18 eV for monovalent and Emig ¼ 0:36 eV for bivalent
charge carriers, respectively.
Notably, the presented scaling relation strongly resembles
the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi-type[21,22] relations observed in heterogeneous catalysis.[23–26] In general, the Brønsted-EvansPolanyi (BEP) relation is based on the observation that often
there is a linear relationship between the activation energy and
the reaction energy for an elementary reaction. In heterogeneous catalysis, the BEP relation provides a method for
estimating activation barriers from adsorption energies, by
assuming the linear relationship between the activation barrier
for dissociation Ea and the stability of the adsorbed intermediates on the surface DEads , characterized by the respective
adsorption energy. The scaling relation presented here represents a similar linear relationship of the activation energy of
migration Emig and the stability of the intermediate octahedral
site relative to the tetrahedral site, characterized by the site
preference ΔE, for charge carriers of the same valency nA.
Furthermore, Equation 3 is a fast way to estimate the migration
energy in spinel-type materials, since computationally demanding NEB calculations can be substituted by the much cheaper
calculations of the site preference.
Note that in the BEP relation Equation 3, the energy
difference DE ¼ Eoct Etet between the tetrahedral and the
octahedral site serves as a descriptor for the migration barrier
in d0-spinels which still needs to be computed. We now like to
go a step further and address the question whether ΔE can be
estimated from some materials parameters in a reasonable
way. In a recent work,[16] k64 – the ratio of the Mg X bond
length in octahedral (d6) and tetrahedral (d4) coordination – has
been found to allow for a qualitative prediction of the site
preference in spinel type materials.
To find a quantitative descriptor for the site preference ΔE,
we have combined DFT calculations of total energies with a
machine learning approach. For the identification of the
Batteries & Supercaps 2022, e202200164 (4 of 9)

relevant quantities entering a descriptor, we applied a
statistical compressed-sensing approach using the sure-independence screening and sparsifying operator SISSO.[27] In order
to find the best descriptor, we used a two-step approach. First,
we have chosen the so-called primary features which correspond to materials properties that might be relevant for the
site preference. We have selected the following features: The
formal oxidation states of the cations and the anions (nA, nX),
the electronegativity of A cations (χA) and X anions (χX), the
ionic radii of A cations (rA) and X anions (rX), A X bond lengths
in threefold (d3), fourfold (d4), and sixfold coordination (d6), and
an electrostatic potential term, described by the inverse of the
bond lengths (Vi ¼ i=di ).
In this first step, using SISSO[27] we identified the main
features to enter a potential descriptor, namely the square of
the electronegativity difference Dc2 , the oxidation state of the
cation nA, as well as the sum of the ionic radii of the charge
carrier cation and the anion (rX þ rA ) in the octahedral sites d6.
Interestingly, the parameters that are found to determine the
site preference agree well with those in a recently proposed
general descriptor[17] for the migration barriers in crystalline
solids, defined as the product of bond radius, oxidation states
and deviation from the ionic picture, described by the square
of the electronegativity difference Dc2 . Note that all these
materials parameters are easily available, i. e., no additional
calculations are required to obtain these input values. In a
second step, we restricted the initial features in the machinelearning approach to those just mentioned above to obtain a
more suited descriptor. Thus we obtained the following
descriptor for the dimensionality W ¼ 1,
D¼

scdðDc2 Þ
;
ðrA þ rX ÞnA

(4)

with a rather satisfactory total root mean square error (RMSE)
of only 0.02. Here, Dc2 enters in the form of a standard Cauchy
distribution
© 2022 The Authors. Batteries & Supercaps published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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(5)

Despite the still remaining complexity of D, the computed
dependencies using the SISSO reveal the important factors that
influence the site preference. In particular, the difference in
electronegativity of the anion and the charge carrier DcA X
strongly contributes to quantify the energy difference between
the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Note that the descriptor
does not directly correspond to the site preference energy.
However, these two quantities are connected by a linear
relationship that has to be determined by least-square fitting.
Figure 4 illustrates the reliability of combining the descriptor for the site preference (Equation 4) and the BEP-like scaling
relation for the migration barrier (Equation 3). For any given
system, we first estimated the site preference ΔE using the
descriptor given in Equation 4 (panels (b) and (d)) and then we
plugged these values into the BEP-like scaling relations to
determine the migration barriers EBEP. Panels (a) and (c)
compare these predicted barriers with the barriers ENEB

determined from DFT calculations using the NEB method. The
NEB calculated barriers are in rather good agreement with the
migration barriers obtained in this two-step descriptor approach for both the sulfides ((a)) and the selenides ((c)). The
values of the proposed descriptor for the sulfide and selenide
spinels are given on the x-axes in Figure 4(b) and (d). For a
given charge carrier they differ only slightly since the differences in the ionic radii of the S2 - and the Se2 -ions and in the
respective electronegativities of S and Se partly cancel each
other in the calculation of the descriptor.
In order to verify the presented framework of scaling
relation and descriptor, we applied it to other sulfide and
selenide spinels. The results for the Y-, In- and Tm-based sulfide
and selenide spinels are shown in Figure 5. Overall, the
combination of site preference descriptor and empirical scaling
relation yields good agreement with the NEB calculations.
Interestingly enough, this approach does not only yield good
results for the d0-metals Sc and Y, but also for the non-d0metals Ga, In, Er and Tm. The results for these compounds that
are not included in Figure 5 are provided in Figure S1 of the
supporting information. We attribute this to the fact that non-

Figure 4. The approximated migration barriers EBEP using the site preference descriptor for ΔE are plotted against the migration barriers obtained from NEB
calculations ENEB for the (a) ASc2S4 and the (c) ASc2Se4 spinels. Additionally, the fits of the descriptor for the site preference ΔE for the (b) ASc2S4 and the (d)
ASc2Se4 spinels are shown.
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Figure 5. The approximated migration barriers EBEP are plotted against the migration barriers obtained from NEB calculations ENEB for the exemplary set of
sulfide and selenide spinels (a) AY2S4, (b) AIn2S4, (c) ATm2S4, (d) AY2Se4, (e) AIn2Se4 and (f) ATm2Se4.

d0-metal-based spinels are structurally very similar to d0-metal
spinels, both do for example not exhibit significant distortions
of the coordination polyhedra.
While the framework was derived solely based on the
results for the Sc-based sulfide and selenide spinels, we
checked whether its predictions are also valid for d0-metalbased oxide spinels. In Figure 6, we compare predicted BEP
barriers for barrier heights below 1 eV for Sc- and In-based
oxide spinels to the barriers obtained by DFT-NEB calculations.
Due to the high migration barriers of more than 1 eV, the
results for Al are not included in Figure 6. Further oxide spinel
compounds are consideredin Figure S1 of the supporting
information. Again, we obtain a good agreement between
predicted and calculated barriers, demonstrating the wide
applicability of our approach.

After having established the validity of our two-step
predictor approach, we also like to comment on the significance of the calculated barrier heights for the ion mobility in
electrode and solid electrolyte materials. In general, our results
indicate that many oxide, sulfide, and selenide spinels with
empty d-orbitals may offer high ionic mobility for Li, Na, Mg,
and Ca with migration barriers below 0.5 eV – provided that
the pre-factor of the mobility shows no unexpected anomaly.
In order to identify further materials with low migration
barriers, the approach developed by us may be used for fast
exploration of the chemical space of d0-metal-based spinel
chalcogenides for the charge carriers A = Li, Na, Mg, Ca, Zn and
Al. As mentioned above, Equation 3 suggests, that high ion
mobility may be achieved by tuning the site preference
towards small values. Moreover, detailed considerations of the

Figure 6. The approximated migration barriers EBEP are plotted against the migration barriers obtained from NEB calculations ENEB in the range from 0
for the exemplary set of d0-metal based spinel oxides (a) ASc2O4 and (b) AIn2O4.
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different quantities entering Equation 3 reveal two possible
strategies to lower the activation energy of ion migration in the
spinel structure: 1) Finding superionic Li-ion conductors to
reduce EKRA,Li; 2) Minimizing the energy difference between
tetrahedral and octahedral sites to reduce the site preference.
While the valency of the ion is determined by the chosen
chemistry, Equation 3 suggests, that finding superionic Li-ion
conductors constitutes a way to minimize EKRA,Li, and thus, the
kinetic contributions to the overall migration barrier. Following
Sotoudeh et al.,[17] minimizing EKRA,Li may be achieved by
choosing the constituent elements of the host lattice in such a
way that the electronegativity difference between the migrating cations and the anions of the host lattice is reduced.
On the other hand, the migration barrier can also be
dominated by the static contribution related to the difference
in the site preference of the charge carriers. Thus, special
emphasis should actually be denoted to optimizing the static
contribution. Indeed our calculations suggest, that the previously reported high Mg ion mobility in certain spinel
compounds[9,10,13,15,28,29] stems from the fact, that the site
preference ΔE of the Mg ion is very low (e. g.
DEMgSc2 S4 ¼ 0:03 eV). Similarly, the calculated high migration
barriers of the corresponding Zn Sc and Ca Sc sulfide
compounds can be explained by the calculated high site
preferences of DEZnSc2 S4 ¼ 0:7 eV and DECaSc2 S4 ¼ 0:68 eV, respectively. Thus, to design spinel compounds with increased Zn
or Ca ion mobility, a reduction of the respective site
preferences needs to be achieved. Since the transition state
energy, and thus, the kinetically resolved activation barrier EKRA
are expected to be similar for all bivalent ions (see Equation 3),
tuning the corresponding site preference may lead to similarly
high ion mobility for the Zn and Ca ions, as for the case of the
Mg ion. In fact, the results for the CaB2O4 (B = Sc, In) spinel
compounds that have been presented in Figure 6, indicate that
oxide spinels with increased Ca mobility may exist.

In these oxide spinels, the tetrahedral site is stabilized
relative to the octahedral site resulting in low site preferences
and thus, in small migration barriers Emig < 0:5 eV. The
corresponding NEB results, additionally including results for Y-,
Ga-, Tm- and Er-based spinel oxides are depicted in Figure 7(a).
These very low Ca migration barriers are of similar size as the
observed low Mg ion migration barriers in selenide-based and
some sulfide-based spinels (see Figure 5).
Notably, the low migration barriers in oxide spinels suggest,
that high Ca ion mobility in the spinel structure does not
necessarily require highly polarizable anions like S2 and Se2 .
This observation in combination with Equation 3 suggests, that
the high Mg ion mobility observed experimentally in the spinel
structure (more specifically in MgSc2Se4) mainly originates from
changes in ΔE and not from the influence of the polarizability
of the anion on the transition state energy. Consequently, these
results also indicate that high Mg ion mobility in oxide spinels
could be implemented by tuning the site preference, possibly
resulting in spinel compounds with advantages concerning
sustainability and chemical properties.
Finally, the previously discussed importance of the site
preference ΔE can nicely be illustrated by plotting the DFT
calculated migration barriers ENEB against the site preference ΔE
for the various investigated charge carriers. Indeed, the
distribution of the migration barriers shows the expected
minimum at DE ¼ 0 eV, illustrating the dominant contribution
of ΔE to the overall migration barrier and thus emphasizing the
importance of minimizing the site preference as a design
criterion for high ion mobility in the spinel structure.
While the here presented approach is tailormade for d0metal-based spinel chalcogenides, and therefore does not
include redox-active transition metals, it offers a framework
that may easily be extended. A modification of the scaling
relation and the descriptor framework to account for the
influence of d-electron containing TMs – typically resulting in
distorted spinel structures – will allow to investigate a

Figure 7. (a) The tet-oct-tet migration of the charge carrier Ca in CaB2O4 with B = Sc, Y, Ga, In, Er and Tm. The energies are depicted relative to the energy of
the charge carrier in tetrahedral coordination. (b) The migration barriers obtained from NEB calculations ENEB plotted against the site preference ΔE for the Al(blue), Mg- (red), Ca- (green), Zn- (orange), Li- (yellow) and Na-based (brown) compounds.
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significantly increased chemical space. Extending the framework, however, will most likely require to include additional
parameters that account for the impact of the distortion in
non-d0-type spinels (here the anion parameter u may be a
suited candidate).
Furthermore, the here presented scaling relation may be
transferred to other structure types showing migration pathways passing at least two (meta-)stable insertion sites allowing
the identification of kinetically resolved activation barriers for
migration. This is in fact a frequently occurring scenario, which
the application of the descriptor might probably only need
certain adaptions for.

barriers of various charge carriers in spinel chalcogenides with
drastically reduced computational effort. Identifying the factors
that determine the migration barriers, moreover, improves our
understanding of ion mobility in solids. Furthermore, applying
the descriptor will allow to make predictions for electrode and
solid electrolyte materials with improved ion mobility and thus
guide the design of superior materials for electrochemical
energy storage applications.

Computational Details
First-principles calculations

Conclusion
Applying periodic DFT calculations, we have studied the
migration barriers for jumps of various charge carriers A (A = Li,
Na, Mg, Ca, Zn and Al) in ASc2S4 and ASc2Se4 spinel compounds.
Based on kinetically resolved activation barriers EKRA and the
site preference ΔE of the charge carrier in the respective
coordination environment, we introduced a Brønsted-EvansPolanyi-type scaling relation in combination with a descriptor
for ΔE. The descriptor, was obtained by a statistical compressed-sensing approach and the important factors entering
the descriptor were verified, using the sure-independence
screening and sparsifying operator SISSO.[27] The derived framework of scaling relation and descriptor was verified on a variety
of d0-metal-based spinel chalcogenides.
While low Mg ion activation barriers in several d0-metalbased spinel chalcogenides were previously predicted in
theoretical studies and high mobility was shown in one case
experimentally,[10,12,13,15,28] the here presented combination of a
BEP-type scaling relation with a descriptor for the crucial
parameter of the site preference offers a framework to systematically explore the chemical space of d0-metal-based spinel
chalcogenides for the investigated charge carriers. Applying
the presented framework, allowed to identify candidate
materials with potentially high theoretical Ca ion mobility, such
as d0-metal-based CaB2O4 spinels. While this study is limited to
the investigation of the ion migration barriers, it has to be
noted, that other important aspects apart from a potentially
resulting high ion mobility need to be fulfilled for the
application in battery cathodes or solid electrolytes. Since d0metal-based spinel chalcogenides combine a redox-inactive d0metal and chalcogenide anions, the class of d0-metal-based
spinel chalcogenides may be limited to the application as solidelectrolyte materials. Further possible prohibiting effects may
be limited phase stability in the spinel structure, the degree of
inversion or anti-site defects causing electronic conductivity in
the material.
Moreover, the presented approach constitutes a framework
that may be extended to redox-active 3d and 4d transition
metals, by capturing electronic and geometrical effects induced
by the partially populated d-orbitals.[16,30]
In general, the here presented approach provides a
conceptual framework to systematically explore the migration
Batteries & Supercaps 2022, e202200164 (8 of 9)

Periodic density functional theory (DFT)[31,32] calculations were
performed to study the ion migration barriers in ASc2X4 (A = Li, Na,
K, Mg, Ca, Zn and Al; X = S and Se) compounds. Exchange and
correlation are accounted for by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
generalized gradient approximation.[33] The electron-core interactions are represented by the Projector Augmented Wave[34] method
as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package.[35–37]
Charge neutral calculations were performed using the conventional
56 atom cubic unit cell of the spinel structure and the Brillouin
zone was sampled using a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point grid. The electronic
structure was converged within 1 × 10 6 eV, applying a plane-wave
cutoff energy of 520 eV. The inital and final geometries for the ion
migration were obtained by converging all forces on the atoms
within 0.01 eV Å 1. The migration barriers were obtained by the
climbing image Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method for the low
vacancy limit, corresponding to one vacancy per supercell. All NEB
calculations were performed using four distinct images while all
forces on the atoms were converged within 0.05 eV Å 1. A
minimum distance of more than 10 Å between periodic images
was ensured.[38]

Machine-learning approach
In our search for a suitable descriptor for the site preference – the
relative stability of octahedral vs. tetrahedral site – we have applied
a statistical compressed-sensing approach using the sure-independence screening and sparsifying operator SISSO.[27] In this
approach, the first step is the selection of the so-called primary
features (ϕ0) – elementary material properties like e. g. bond length
or ionic radii.
Then a feature space is constructed by using the initial primary
features and combining them by different mathematical operations
(in our case 13 operations have been selected). The same
construction scheme is then applied for the creation of the
subsequent feature spaces, until a final candidate feature space
(consisting of the features ϕn) is reached. Important (highly
correlated) features in this feature space are then identified by sure
independence screening and linear combinations thereof are
subsequently applied to determine a suitable descriptor for the
desired quantity – in our case the energy difference between
tetrahedral and octahedral site. For this work, the rung of the
feature space to be constructed was set to n = 3 and the dimension
of the descriptor to Ω = 1 A linear relationship between descriptor
and site preference energy is finally obtained for the here
investigated system by using a minimization procedure based on
the sparsifying operator (SO).

© 2022 The Authors. Batteries & Supercaps published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Unravelling Charge Carrier
Mobility in d0-Metal-based Spinels

Enabling high Mg ion mobility,
spinel-type materials are promising
candidates for cathode or solid electrolyte applications in batteries. In this
work, density functional theory based
calculations were performed to
elucidate the kinetics of different
charge carriers (A = Li, Na, K, Mg, Ca,

Zn and Al) in d0-metal-based spinel
chalcogenides. This resulted in the
identification of a Brønsted-EvansPolanyi-type scaling relation for the
migration barriers and a descriptor for
the charge carrier site preference,
solely based on easily accessible observables.

